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Agenda Item: Discussion on standing offers of dedication on various roads and direction to staff on a
recommendation to have the Board of Supervisors formally accept offers of dedication from previous
subdivision maps for Hill Lane in Verdi, Sierra County from the Nevada State Line to Dog Valley Road
Background and Recommendation: This proposed action was discussed by the Board of Supervisors
over one year ago and direction by the Board as given to place the matter for consideration once an
opportunity has been provided for public input. The reason for the timing of this matter stems from a
work commitment we are making in Verdi this summer to deal with a long list of maintenance issues
affecting County roads in and around the community. If the offers of dedication are accepted, we can
begin to make some improvements as time permits on Hill Lane.
This road is not maintained by any entity but individuals have from time to time, run private equipment
on the road. The existing conditions leave a lot to be desired. Portions of the road are very rough;
safety concerns exist at several points; multiple unauthorized driveways have been constructed needing
resolution; the northeast end is now part of an active subdivision project and its inclusion would be very
timely; and most importantly, this road alignment will afford a means of escape in the event of a
wildland fire and be an alternate means of access to Verdi residents for fire protection services.
I have attached the title sheets from the recorded subdivisions as well as a composite map showing the
interactions and relationship of the various offers of dedication that have been offered to the County
over the years for Hill Lane. It is our strong recommendation that the Board allow any public comment
on the proposal (mailed notice of the April 16 discussion has been sent to the property owners adjacent
to Hill Lane) and unless there are concerns that are identified, the Board would be asked to direct staff
to return to the first Board meeting in May with a formal resolution accepting the offers of dedication.
At that time, the Board can determine if it wishes to take the second and final step by adopting a second
resolution placing the road into the County system but it would be staff recommendation that the Board
only accept the offers of dedication and once the road department can evaluate and issue a report on
the road conditions and needed repairs, placing the road into the County road system would be
premature.
Thank you.

